
Apiax Platform
Master complex  
regulations digitally

Discover more at apiax.com

A powerful toolkit 
that allows experts 
to manage the 
complete lifecycle 
of regulations  
purely digitally.
Apiax’ award-winning platform 
is a single-pane workbench for 
legal, compliance, risk and tax 
experts.

Our lean yet comprehensive 
solution allows experts to regain 
control over evermore complex 
regulatory requirements affect-
ing their organizations’ strate-
gies, processes and tools.

Kickstart with Regulatory-as-a-Service
Our ready-to-use digital regulatory rulesets provide binary an-
swers to complex regulatory questions for more than 100 jurisdic-
tions and are continuously verified and kept up to date with the 
latest regulatory changes by our best-in-class content partners. 

Leverage your existing legal expertise
Digitalize and enrich your existing in-house legal expertise with 
pre-structured rulesets and provide digital rules to your internal 
stakeholders. 

Access and understand rules
Our unique visualization of complex rules with their underlying 
taxonomy and legal rationales makes it easy for every stakeholder 
to understand them. 

Manage and customize rules
Customize rules with an easy-to-use rule editor to apply your or-
ganization’s risk appetite to every level, from market segmentation 
to a specific process. Manage rules with versions — test and simu-
late various scenarios.

Deploy and execute digital rules
Distribute machine-readable and executable rules across organi-
zations at a click of a button and instantly transform them into ac-
tionable intelligence within applications and processes. 

End-to-end traceability and auditability
Every change to the rules is tracked and documented with legal 
rationales, ensuring full traceability of decisions. Monitoring of rule 
execution ensures end-to-end auditability, satisfying auditors and 
regulators. Monitoring rule usage enables cost allocation per busi-
ness unit.
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Specifications
INTEGRATION

REST API 
Compiled Executable 
DMN Export 
Temenos Adaptor 
Avaloq Adaptor

SECURITY

Industry Standard Encryption 
2-Factor Authentication 
Continuous Authentication

OPERATIONS

Cloud (AWS) 
Private Cloud (Swisscom) 
On-Premise

SUPPORT

API Documentation & SDKs 
Community Support 
Enterprise Support

Standardized legal taxonomy
Our underlying legal taxonomy, based on FIBO (Financial Industry 
Business Ontology) and enhanced with regulatory concepts, pro-
vides a strong legal foundation. It harmonizes and unifies the inter-
pretation and execution of multi-jurisdictional regulations. 

Distributed collaboration on rules
The platform empowers distributed teams, internal and external, 
to collaborate seamlessly on the same rules and in the same con-
text as custom roles and access rights. 

Unified regulatory rules
A unified regulatory rule repository and a sophisticated cockpit 
ensure regulatory certainty across the whole organization and full 
transparency over rules in action. This allows organizations to re-
spond quickly to changes and reduces compliance and business 
risks.

Increase process efficiency
Machine-readable rules empower the next generation of digital in-
novation towards a high level of automation and straight-through 
processing.

High performance and always available
Apiax is built for business-critical applications, guaranteeing high 
performance and availability — anytime, anywhere.

Modular integration options
Apiax offers easy and flexible integration with an innovative use-
case-centric API based on proven REST technology, or by ready-
to-use adaptors and a DMN export for third party rule engines. 

«Just like Google automated search and  
Expedia mechanized travel booking,  

Apiax is computerizing compliance.» Julius Baer
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